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1. First-Order Canonical Nonlinear Equation. Problem Statement 

Let us consider an equation 

,[,,][,],),()( 21 dt
dpttItFXthAp  (1)

where A=A(t), F=F(t), It are given n x n matrices with continuous elements on the interval I, h=h(t,X), It  is 
a given arbitrary admissible n x n matrix function, X is an unknown n x n matrix. 

Here and everywhere an admissible function will be called any function in respect to which operations
presented in the article are valid on the whole interval I.

Definition 1. The solution of equation (1) will be called matrix function X=X(t) defined on the interval I,
substitution of which in equation (1) is admissible as a result of which we get the identity. 

Definition 2. Let t 0 be an arbitrary fixed point of the interval I and X 0 be arbitrary fixed constant of matrix 
n x n. Matrix function X(t, C0) defined on the interval I and depending on arbitrary constant C0 of matrix n x n will 
be called the general solution of equation (1), if X(t, C0), It is a solution of equation (1) satisfying the initial 
condition X(t0, C0)=X0.

The basic problem consists in constructing the general solution of equation (1). 

2. Regular Matrices. Main Theorems 

To construct the general solution of equation (1) we shall need a matrix function of regular matrix. 
Definition 3. Matrix R=R(t) with continuous elements Itnjitr i

j ,,1,),( will be called a regular matrix if

there exists n x n matrix function )( Rdt definite, continuous and continuously differentiable with respect to t on 

the interval I, satisfying the conditions: 
Rdtp = RdtR ; ,1 Rdt

,,11 ItRdtRdtRdtRdt

where E is a unit matrix. 
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Theorem 1 (Basic Theorem). If the matrix A=A(t), It , is regular and the admissible matrix function
X= X(t, C0), It satisfies the condition 

,,),( 1
0 ItFdtAdtCAdtXth

then X(t, C0), It   is a solution of equation (1). 
Proof. We have 

,,),( 1
0 ItFFdtAdtCAdtAXtph

i.e. 
.,),(),( ItFXtAhXtPh

Theorem 1 is proved 
Let h(t,X)=g(t)q(X), ,It ,X  where g=g(t), q=q(X) are arbitrary admissible functions. 

From Theorem 1 it follows 
Theorem 2. Let the matrix A=A(t), It  is regular, g=g(t), It , q=q( ),  are arbitrary admissible 

scalar functions and ,1q i.e.

.,)()( 11 qqqq

If there exists the admissible matrix function 

     ,,1 1
0

1 ItFdtAdtCAdt
g

qX  (2)

then matrix function (2) is the general solution of the equation 
        .,)()()( ItFXqtgAp  (3)

Proof. From formula (2) it follows 
.,)()( 1

0 ItFdtAdtCAdtXqtg

Consequently (see Theorem 1) matrix function (2) is a solution of equation (3). 
Let t0 be an arbitrary fixed point of the interval I and X0 be an arbitrary fixed constant of matrix n x n. Assume 

that X(t0)=X0. Then from formula (2) it follows 
.)()( 1

0
1

00 0 tttt FdtAdtXqAdttgC

Theorem 2 is proved 
From Theorem 1 it follows 
Theorem 3. Let the matrix A=A(t), It  is regular, G=G(t), It , q=q( ),  are arbitrary admissible 

functions and ,1q i.e. .,)()( 11 qqqq

If there exists the admissible matrix function 

,,1
0

1 ItGFdtAdtCAdtqX   (4)

then matrix function (4) is the general solution of the equation 
.,)]()[( ItFXqGAp   (5)

Proof. From formula (4) it follows 
.,)( 1

0 ItFdtAdtCAdtXqG

Consequently (see Theorem 1) matrix function (4) is a solution of the equation (5). 
Let t0 be an arbitrary fixed point of the interval I and X0 be an arbitrary fixed constant of matrix n x n. Assume 

that X(t0)=X0. Then from formula (4) it follows 
.)(

0
0

1
0

1
0

tt
tt GFdtAdtXqAdtC

Theorem 3 is proved. 
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3. Criteria of Regularity 

Theorem 4 (Criterion of Regularity). Let  ,,)()( IttgtGG i
j  be an arbitrary n x n matrix with 

continuous and continuously differentiable elements ,,1,),( njitg i
j  on the interval I. Let

,),()()()()()( 10 IttGtatGtaEtaGP k
k  where ,,,0),( Itkmtam  are arbitrary continuous and

continuously differentiable scalar functions.  
Let .0det It,P(G)  Let ,),()( 1 ItGPGPR and .),( ItGPRdt  Then matrix R, It  is 

regular. 
Here the dot stands for the derivative d/dt.
Proof. We have 

,),(11 ItGPRdt  and ItRdtRGRPGPRdt ,)()( .

Theorem 4 is proved.  
Corollary 1 (Criterion of Regularity). Let ,1k ,,0)(det,,1)(,0)( 10 IttGIttata

),()( 1 tGtGR ,It and .),( IttGRdt Then matrix R, It  is regular. 

4. Applications 

4.1. General Solutions of First Order Nonlinear Scalar Differential Equations 
Let us consider the equation 

  (p-a) g(t) q(x)=f, It ,  (6)

where a=a(t), f=f(t), g=g(t), ,It q=q(x) are  given arbitrary admissible scalar functions. 

If n=1, from Theorem 2 it follows 
Result 1. If a=a(t), f=f(t), g=g(t), It , q=q(x)  are arbitrary admissible scalar functions and ,1q i.e. 

xxqqxqq )()( 11 , then the general solution of the equation

,,)()()( Itfxqaggx
x
xqg  (7)

has the form 

.,1
0

1 Itfdtece
g

qx adtadt  (8)

Remark. In this case ., Iteadt adt

For example, the general solution of the equation 
,,0)( Itgagfexg x

where a=a(t), f=f(t), g=g(t), It  are arbitrary admissible functions, has the form 

.,1ln 0 Itfdtece
g

x adtadt

Remark. In this case q(x)=e-x,  .x
If ,,1 Itg  the general solution of the equation 

,,0)()( Ittaetfx x

has the form 

.,)(ln)( )(
0 Itdttfecdttax dtta
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If n = 1, from Theorem 3 it follows 
Result 2. If a=a(t), f=f(t), g=g(t), ,It q=q(x) are arbitrary admissible scalar functions and ,1q  i.e.

,)()( 11 xxqqxqq  then the general solution of the equation 

,,0)()( Itgagfxaqx
x
q  (9) 

has the form 

.,0
1 Itfdtegceqx adtadt  (10)  

For example, the general solution of the equation 
,,0sec)( Itxgagfatgxx

where a=a(t), f=f(t), g=g(t), It  are arbitrary admissible functions, has the form 

.,arcsin 0 Itgfdtecex adtadt

Remark 2. In this case q(x)=sin(x). 

5. Nonlinear Matrix Differential Equations (Examples) 

Example 1. Let ,,
,0
,

ItG  where ,),(),( Ittt are arbitrary admissible functions. Let 

It,0 and .,1 ItGGA   i.e. .,

,0

,
ItA From Corollary 1 it follows that matrix A, ,It

is regular if .,
,0
,

ln,0

,ln
,)( ItItGAdt

Let us consider the matrix function .,ln,0

,ln

IteAdte

We have (see [1])   

.,
,0
,

Ite Adt

Hence, ,,, 11 ItGAdtItGeAdt Adt and matrix A, ,It   is regular. 

Let us consider the equation (3), where ,

,0

,
A g, q are arbitrary admissible functions. 

From Theorem 2 it follows 

.,
,0
,1

,0
,1

20
1 ItFdtc

g
qX

For example, if ,0,0,,0,1)(,)( 0 tconstECF
t

tgXXq  we have 
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.,
,0
,

,
1,0

,1
)([1])i.e.(see,,

,0
,

11

IttXtXIttX

From the equation (3) it follows 

.,0
,0
,

,0

,

,0
,1

,0

,
ItX

t
P

Consequently, the particular solution )( 0 EC of the equation 

,,01

,0

,
ItX

t
p

where Ittt ),(),(  are arbitrary admissible functions, ,0const has the form 

IttX ,
1,0

,1
)(

1

Example 2. Let ,,
,

0,
ItG  where ,),(,,0)( IttItt are arbitrary admissible 

functions. Let ,,1 ItGGA  i.e. .,
,

0,
ItA

Hence, matrix A is regular if ., ItGAdt  Let us consider the matrix function  ., ItAdte  We 

have (see [1])  

,,.,.,,
,
0,

ItGAdteiItGAdte and matrix A, ,It is regular. 

Let us consider equation (5), where ,),(,)(,)(,,
,

0,
IttggEtgGeXqItA X  is an 

arbitrary admissible scalar function. 
If ,ln)(1 XXq  then from Theorem (3) it follows that the general solution of equation (5) has the form 

,,)(ln 0 ItEtgFdteCeX AdtAdt

i.e. 

.,)(
,

0,1
,
0,

ln 20 ItEtgFdtCX

For example, let .,
,
0,

,0 ItFEC

We have 
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maTematika

pirveli rigis arawrfivi skalaruli da matriculi

Cveulebrivi diferencialuri gantolebebis zogadi

amonaxsnebis Sesaxeb

g. xaratiSvili
†

akademikosi, saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnuli akademia

statiaSi dadgenilia zogadi amonaxsnebis formulebi pirveli rigis arawrfivi skalaruli da

matriculi Cveulebrivi diferencialuri gantolebebis kerZo klasebisaTvis.
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.,
)1(,)1(

0,)1(
ln It

gtt
gt

X                                                     

  Consequently (see [1]), if ,,0)1( Itgt

,,
])1ln[(,

)1(
)1(

0],)1ln[(
It

gt
gt

t
gt

X  (11)

It
gtt

gt
e X ,

)1(,)1(
0,)1(

.

Hence, the particular solution )( 0 EC of the equation 

,,
,
0,

,0
0,

,

0,
Ite

g
g

p X

where Itttggtt ,)1()(),(,0)( are arbitrary admissible functions, has the form (11). 

In conclusion we must notice that the related problems are investigated in [2-4].




